
  

   

   

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

  

  

Spellings 

Spelling sessions 

will occur 3-4 

times a week, 

focusing on the 

spelling patterns 

and rules needed 

Maths 

This half term we will be 

covering… 

 Number and place value 

 Four operations 

 Fractions 

 Geometry 

 

We will also be practising our 

arithmetic skills every day! 

English 

This half term we will be 

covering… 

 Biographies  

 Short narratives 

 Expressionist poetry 

 Newspaper reports 

 Formal letters 

Topic:  

Through our topic work we will be learning 

about… 

 Different art genres and the artists 

that made them famous. 

 How to develop our art skills with 

different mediums.   

 How artists use colour to express 

emotions in their work. 

 Where there are famous art galleries 

in the world. 

 How to create artistic sculptures. 

 How to create our own art 

exhibition. 

History: our topic will be the Early Islamic 

Civilisation. 

Geography: we will be studying our changing 

world.  

Music: we will be investigating ‘Pulse’. 

R.E: ‘What do religions say to us when life gets 

hard?’ 

P.S.H.E.- what our our rights, rules and 

responsibilities as good citizens? 

French- ‘Let’s visit a French town’. In this topic 

we will begin to describe places and consolidate 

our knowledge of French numbers. 

 

Whole Class Reading 

This year we will be doing whole class 

reading lessons where we will explore 

different genres and answer questions that 

focus on the different reading skills 

(VIPERS). 

Morning activities  

Every morning 

when they arrive, 

the children will 

complete a short 

task involving 

grammar, spelling 

and arithmetic. 

PE 

This half term we will be 

swimming on a Friday afternoon. 

Science 

This half term our science focus will be ‘Light’. 

We will be carrying out different investigations 

each week to deepen our knowledge in this 

area. 

 

Computing  

-Mrs Edwards will be helping us to 

understand and create 

spreadsheets. 


